3rd Grade Opposite Words/Antonyms #1

Grade 3 Vocabulary Worksheet

Write down the word that has the opposite meaning.

1. ____________ whisper

2. ____________ solution

3. ____________ sell

4. ____________ happy

5. ____________ bluntness

6. ____________ spring

7. ____________ penalty

8. ____________ obscure

A. sign  B. problem  C. point  D. buy
E. autumn  F. shout  G. price  H. worried
Write down the word that has the opposite meaning.

1. **SHOUT** whisper
2. **PROBLEM** solution
3. **BUY** sell
4. **WORRIED** happy
5. **POINT** bluntness
6. **AUTUMN** spring
7. **PRICE** penalty
8. **SIGN** obscure

A. sign  B. problem  C. point  D. buy
E. autumn  F. shout  G. price  H. worried